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ABSTRACT 

With the rapid growth of network infrastructure, communication algorithms and sensor electronics,IoT(internet 

of things)  has been on the forefront of perceivable technologies helpful to a wide cross section of the society. 

IoT applications span from industrial to automotive to smart home and now, in smart cities. While IoT has a 

huge social impact there is a worry about data security and privacy. This project focuses on security of 

Industrial IoT and its impact on latency. In Industrial IoT, the customers are worried about the vulnerability of 

their data and processes entering public/competitor domain. This has been a deterrent to some industries in 

switching over to IoT platforms and cloud services. This research will be helpful for evaluating performance of 

various technologies related to security and latency of the Industrial IoT networks. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

In a world where not only computers are connected, but also any kind of devices, it is becoming more and more 

important to protect communications channels from being spied out or to securely authenticate the devices 

communicating to each other by proven techniques. Self-made algorithms as well as not securely stored crypto 

keys (like in software) lead to hacks which we are currently seeing on the market. Hacked cars which are 

controlled from outside, printers sending information to an external server, TV cameras giving access to private 

lives or attacked industrial plants are just some examples. Therefore, it is important to already add security on a 

board level. 

II. MOTIVATION 

2.1 Security drives growth . 

IoT, cloud, wearable’s, vehicle–to-vehicle communications, and mobile market growth will give rise to billions 

of smart nodes  and platforms. That increases the number of entry points hackers can attack. So, robust 

security is desirable. 
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2.2 Security matters more than ever. 

Even with the explosion of data breaches, security is still treated as a reflection. Security should, in fact, be the 

criterion of any  discussion about a data system or any type. Engineers, executives, investors, and researchers 

alike have been screeching past  the graveyard hoping that their digital welfares will not be attacked too 

badly. Of course that is irrational because targets are  super easy to find now. 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

3.1 Symmetric and Asymmetric Authentication. 

Authentication can be done in two methods, Symmetric and Asymmetric. The key difference between the two is 

associated to the use of keys. If the same secret key is used on the client and also on the host then the application 

is symmetric.  If the keys are equal then the system is symmetric. Otherwise, if there is a mathematically 

linked private and public key pair  being used then the application is asymmetric. If the keys are not the same 

on each side then it is asymmetric. Atmel has  devices for both types. Asymmetric, is also called public-

key infrastructure or “PKI” and it is very well suited for real world  use. A person having the public key can 

send encrypted messages to the proprietor of the private key. When a receiver gets an  asymmetric message, 

he or she will decrypt it with their private key. In distinction, because symmetric cryptography uses the exact 

same key for both encryption and decryption, only the senders and receivers with that specific private key can 

communicate to each other. 

 

3.2 Encryption and Authentication . 

Encryption and authentication are essential security purposes, but have different functions. Encryption has been 

used to protect messages from being read by involuntary people. Authentication is the other main pillar of 

cryptography.  Authentication is used to see if a message is real. To make such a “realism check” a number of 

things have to be verified such as if it was propelled by the right sender, if messages were acknowledged in the 

right order, if the intended message or part of the message was erased, or if a message was changed in some 

way. In short, encryption is about encoding and decoding, while authentication is about verifying the identity of 

the sender and the integrity of the message. 
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3.3 Hashing vs. Encryption 

A hash is a one-way operation. The hash function is its most important feature for cryptography because it is 

mathematically infeasible to reverse the hashing process to obtain the original message. Also, a featureof a hash 

function is  that anychange tothe input changes the digest, so hashes are great to create digital signatures 

that identify and authenticate  the sender and message. Hashes are also used for secure password storage, 

file identification, message authentication coding  (MAC), and asymmetric sign verify operations. With 

encryption, data is scrambled and unscrambled in such a way that the  input and output mapping is always one-

to-one for a given key and is unintelligible to anyone other than a receiver who has  the key to unscramble 

it. Encryption is always reversible (by definition), so encryption is used whenever there is the need to  get 

the input data back out. However, the identity of the sender and the integrity of the message (meaning if it has 

been altered  or not) are not guaranteed by encryption only. That is where authentication comes in. 

 

IV. EXAMINATION OF DATA ENCRYPTION SCHEMES 

Following block encryption algorithms have been considered: AES128, AES192, AES256, taking into account 

the different encryption modes: ECB, CBC, CFB, OFB and CTR, the one which gives best results will be 

considered for implementation in sensor level IoT network. 

TABLE I.  Performance time for encryption in CBC mode and data block sizes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key size 
Size of Data bytes 

1024 2048 4096 

AES128 0.49ms 0.79ms 1.37ms 

AES192 0.55ms 0.91ms 1.58ms 

AES256 0.61ms 1.01ms 1.77ms 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of execution CBC mode encryption 

 

TABLE II.  Performance time for decryption in CBC mode and data block sizes. 

 

Key size 
Size of Data bytes 

1024 2048 4096 

AES128 0.54ms 0.85ms 1.46ms 

AES192 0.59ms 0.96ms 1.66ms 

AES256 0.64ms 1.06ms 1.87ms 

 

 

Fig. 2. Comparison of execution CBC mode decryption 

 

TABLE III.  Performance time for encryption in CFB mode and data block sizes. 

 

Key size 

Size of Data bytes 

1024 2048 4096 

AES128 0.50ms 0.80ms 1.36ms 

AES192 0.55ms 0.91ms 1.57ms 

AES256 0.60ms 1.01ms 1.79ms 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of execution CFB mode encryption 

TABLE IV.  PERFORMANCE TIME FOR DECRYPTION IN CFB MODE AND DATA BLOCK SIZES. 

Key size 

Size of Data bytes 

1024 2048 4096 

AES128 0.52ms 0.84ms 1.44ms 

AES192 0.58ms 0.95ms 1.66ms 

AES256 0.63ms 1.06ms 1.86 

 

Fig. 4. Comparison of execution CFB mode decryption. 

V. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

As shown below is block diagram of implementation for communication between two Microcontrollers. The 

Microcontroller will contain AES software (symmetric) and Atmel chip will contain private Keys and digital 

signatures. Atmel ATECC508c provides this security at microcontroller level. ESP 8266 chip to be used as 

MCU .The communication between ATECC508c and ESP 8266 is by I2C serial. ATECC508c chip provides 

cost effective, and work with any Microcontroller. 
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Fig. 5. Block diagram for implementation 

VI. CONCLUSION 

As we can see from Table I, Table II, Table III, Table IV the execution times of AES 128 and AES192 much 

faster than execution speed of AES 256 in the modes of operation CBC, CFB but this also concludes that AES 

256 provides higher security as compared to AES 128 and AES 192.  

For power comparison the AES scheme has to uploaded in the node MCU with keys and signatures stored in 

ATECC508c chip for analysis purpose, this will be done in future scope. 
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